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IVO SAID, "You're sure she's nowhere to be
found?"

Katya shook her head. "Nowhere in the
vi l lage. Her mother hasn' t  seen her,  nor has
anyone else."

"Off with one of her boyfriends, no doubt.
Well, you'l l just have to manage alone I expect
she'l l turn up with some tale before long."

"lt 's not fair," said Katya sulkily. "lt 's
always Gerda - you don't catch me carrying on
like that."

lvo grinned, as she stumped resentfully
away. Gerda was unreliable - but she was
popular with the customers despite, or maybe
because of, her fl ighty ways. Sti l l , most of the
work was done, they'd manage.

lvo looked proudly around the Inn. lt was
a simple place, but the wooden floor was
gleaming, the chairs and benches were pol-
ished, a welcoming fire roared in the big hearth.
People came because they wanted to these
days, not because they must.

lvo's thoughts returned to the old days,
when this place was the communal feeding
place for the vil lage. Terrif ied peasants wolfing
down thin gruel before going out to toil on the
fields from dawn ti l l  dusk. All for the benefit of
the Lords in the Tower - the Three Who Ruled.

And there were worse things to fear in
those days. The people who disappeared, to
be found in the marshes. their bodies drained
of blood. The youths and maidens taken away
to the Tower at selection time, never to be
seen again.

And the Great One, the undying monster
buried near the Tower.

Sti l l , i t was all different now, thoughts lvo.
The monster was destroyed, the Lords were
gone, the v i l lage was free. Only. . .

Only why did he feel so worried?
lvo sat down onto a bench

at a table near the door, gazing
out into the night.  In the Dark
Times it had seemed that their
vil lage was the entire world,
butwith their new f reedom they
learned that there were other
vil lages, other castles. Other
Lords, too - though he had
been assured that the taint of
the Undying Ones had been
rooted out by now. There had
been travel lers passing
through, l inks forged, talk of
establishing a central Govern-
ment.  As headman of  the
vi l lage counci l ,  lvo was much
involved.

But there had been dis-
turbing rumours of late. Sto-
ries that the Lords planned to
return - and whispers that the
Undying Ones st i l l  f lour ished
in secret places. Certainly the
Black Guard had been re-
formed. Armed men, arrogant
in black leather and steel, rode
through the countryside talk-
ing of a return to the old ways,
with a Lord in every Tower.
And now a gir l  had disap-
peared - just as they used to
vanish in the Dark Time.

lvo thought of the Doctor,
the stranger who had arrived
to help them. l f  only he would
come again. . .

As if in answer to his thought, he heard
footsteps in the vil lage street. Someone was
approaching the Inn.

lvo leapt to his feet and peered out into the
darkness. A tall strangely-dressed figure was
walking towards him. Was it the Doctor?

As the figure came into the l ight that
spil led from the Inn doorway, lvo's hope died
away. Despite the clothes - narrow trousers,
boots, a high-collared many-pocketed jacket -
the stranger was a woman.

The newcomer stopped in the doorway,
sl ipping the heavy pack from her shoulders.
For a moment she and lvo stared at each
other.  Then the woman said,  " ls th is the Inn?"

"lt is indeed, my Lady."
"Thank goodness for that." She came

inside and sank down on a bench. " l 'd l ike a
room for the night - several nights, in fact."

"This is only a humble v i l lage inn,  my
Lady," stammered lvo.

"ls there anywhere else?"
"Wel l ,  no. . . "
"There you are then."  She held out her

hand. "My name's Bernice Summerf ie ld.  Pro-
fessor Bernice Summerfield, actually. l 'm an
archaeologist."

lvo fell to one knee, took the hand and
touched it to his l ips. "l am lvo, my Lady,
headman of the vil lage." He rose, towering
over her. "But how do you come to be here?"

"Oh, a friend dropped me off. He recom-
mended this place actually, said he came here
himself , years ago." She looked round hope-
fully. "l don't suppose there's any chance of a
dr ink?"

Terrance Dicks

This Borderlines. "Arrival". was held overfrom
issue 49 for reasons of space.
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NO THARIL shall outl ive
the day of the feast.

We are Gundan. We exist
to ki l l .  Slaves made the
Gundan to kill the brutes
who rule. The Gundan were
sent where no slaves could
go. We faced the Time
Winds and we l ived. They
had only the Gateway to
flee for safety.

There were always slaves
from the beginning of t ime.
The masters descended out
of the air, riding the Winds
and took men as their prize,
growing powerful on their
stolen labours and their
looted ski l ls. The masters
created an empire, drained
the life of the ordinary
world.

They came from the Gate-
way. There are three physi-
cal Gateways and the three
are one: the whole of this
domain; the ancient arch;
the mirrors. AII the Gate-
ways are one. This is the
place from which the mas-
ters came. Here a great
empire once stood rul ing al l
known space.

For al l  their ski l ls, the
slaves could not approach
the Gateway in their own
persons. But once they had
learned its secret we were
built ,  the Gundan robots, to
wage war on them. The

,

secret of the Gateway ir - @



Scri pti ng Wa rriors' Gate
r so what actuallyhappened?

Figure I - the
outline proposal,

from around
November 1979

WE ALL like to put the best gloss on bad
memories. but some of the assertions in Paul
Joyce' s interview (IN.VISION issue 50) go way
beyond the selective reinteqpretation of history
and are just plain wrong. I can't let this stuff lie
on the record unchallenged. Fans of the show
lookto this magazine for definitive factual detail.
It'll be a media resource in years to come.

So if someone's going to say thatthe sumtotal
of my contribution to WARRIORS' GATE was
a twenty-page outline and a 'rather simplistic
etching ofthe characters', we'd better nail such
disinformation right now. It's either that, or
make some lawyers rich. Here, for the record
and in detail, are the genesis and development of
this particular Who. The facts first. Opinions
will follow.

The serm of the idea that was then called 'The
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Dream Time' hadn't originally been a story for
Doctor Who at all. It was one of a number of
notions that I'd been playing around with as
possible conclusions to the trilogy of SF radio
serials that I'd begun in l9TSwithThe Last Rose
of Summer. Typed on a single side of paper, it
contained little in terms of plot that would survive
unchanged. But there were some key images
that set the agenda for what would follow. It
featured a being who escaped and was pursued
from the bridge of a ship to a wasteland planet,
home of a lost civilisation where stood an isolated
room equipped to receive visitors. The finale
involved ahall-of-mirrors battle through a series
of gateways thatformed an interchangebetween
parallel worlds, and the alien pursuers' ship
destroyed by the rebounding of its own firepower
as a gateway closed before it.

I had a meeting with Chris Bidmead, at his
invitation,late in 1979. Within a few days of this
I'd worked up a five-page narrative from the
DreamTimeidea, andlputthis inas a submission
(see figure l). At this stage there was no E-space,
no K.9, and given that I didn't know how far
ahead we were looking I referred not to Romana
but to "the Doctor's current assistant". Adric
was not, as yet, a part of the show. But many of
the specifics that were to give shape to the piece
were fixed right here; the slave ship for time-
sensitives, the dusty castle in a strange void, the
mirrors and the timewinds, the initial hijacking
of the TARDIS, the final mass escape.

We met again at the end of January 1980 and
talked through some of the linking ideas that
were to run through each story in the season, and
on February 5th I wrote back with a number of
supplementary suggestions. From this, we struck
a deal. For f,200 I'd produce a full outline
complete with episode structures, developed
characters and fully-described scenes. If that
played, we'd go to scripts. If not, I'd keep the
money and we'd call it quits.

I completed anddelivered 25 pages ofdetailed
scene breakdown on March 25th. Adric was in,
E-space was in, the departures of Romana and
K.9 were in. Each episode was summarised in
eight pages of numbered scenes, with episode
climaxes in place. The contract to proceed was
signed on April 29th; I was to get f,900 per
episode, minus the f200 already paid over. The
delivery deadline for the first draft was June



STEPHEN GALLAHER provides an
illustrated response to Paul
Joyce's lN.VlSlON issue 50

interview

Figure 2 -
director Paul

Joyce's notes on
the second draft,

July 1980

7th. The scripts were turned in ahead of deadline
and the feedback from both Chris and JN-T was
incorporated into the second draft, a much more
substantial set of scripts that was delivered in
early July.

The director came on board at this stage. To an
office with an empty desk and only an outline on
it? Hardly. I have his script notes, routed through
the production office and dated July 25th, with
scene numbering that clearly shows that they
refer to the second draft. This draft was not, need
I point out, anything that you could mistake for
a 20-page outline; by now it was closer to two
hundred pages. His notes were the standard kind
of responses; br ief  quer ies,  comments,
suggestions for expansions (see figure 2).

Time was getting tight by now. We were
heading for a September 6th read-through date
but preproduction had to begin sooner. Because
I was based in the north-west and working out
my notice at Granada (the Chimera advance being my launchpad for turning freelance), and

because e-mail and the fax machine were a long
way from being in common use, material forthe
third draft mostly had to be dictated down the
phone in a series of late-evening calls to Chris
at his home. There was a reason for this odd
timing. Chris had a sideline as a computer
journalist which I understand he' s pursued more
extensively since, and he had an early-model
word processor on test loan at his flat. He edited
all the Who scripts on this, and as I read down
the changes I could hear the keys rattling as he
typed the new stuff in. I have the material from
those phone sessions still; my rough notes as I
drafted the ideas, and the neater passages of
dialogue and action copied ready for dictation.

But we still weren't there.
Those scripts were, I suppose, a persuasive

read. Certainly the feedback I get from the
bootleg copies that seem to be in circulation
would suggest so. But in form and in detail, let
me be the first to concede that you couldn't take
them onto the studio floor as they stood.

My lack of TV experience had led to their
having dialogue like a radio play and stage
directions with the density of novel description.
TV scripts are, as anyone who's seen one will
know, bare and schematic documents more
akin to blueprints. Mine weren't. They were a

Figure 3 -
scene breakdown
of March25,1980
(note paragraph
number 17)
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bear on its unsuspecting prey.
This version became fixed in the scene

breakdown of March 25th (see figure 3 on page 9)
and passed onward through the various drafts with
no substantial alteration (see figure 4, from the
second draft).

The fifth illustration shows the BBC's
production script of August 10th, the Bidmead/
Joyce revision. Despite simplification and
condensation, one can see from the recurrence
of key phrases ("stiffly, as if for the first time in

an age... a savage axelike weapon") where
provenance lies. It' s the same scene in shorthand,
cruder but still capable of generating more or

less the same result on screen.
Is this "co-authorship"? A screen composer

wouldrecognise it as something akin to "Mickey-

Mousing", following the action of an original,
paraphrasing it, occasionally touching base and
quoting it, some of the time going off altogether
but always having to return before the structure
starts to go.

There are passages from that final, rushed
revision that bear little resemblance to the ones
they replace. It was these excursions that were
the source of my dismay when I received the
rehearsal scripts in August, with a letter from
Chris expressing regret that I hadn't been
available to help "knock the thing into shooting
shape". One such editorial addition can be seen
in figure 5; the silver "time bombs" have been
replaced by a manacle of dwarf star alloy which,

Figure 5 - nvo
sheets showing the
episode one finale
from the rehearsal
script, August l0

Figure 4 -
episode one finale

from the second
draft, material

unchangedfrom
the first

Continuedfrom page 9

control freak's manifesto for a production, with
no space for anyone to manoeuvre.

They wouldn't even fit the format. Storywise
they were sound enough to enthuse W H Allen
to an increased page-count and extended print

run'for the novelisation; but that's another tale,
told elsewhere. Chris explained that with just

over a week to go he and Paul were going to edit
my material down to suit the show's particular

studio requirements.
This is where it gets complicated. But let's

take one of the pieces of the script under
contention and follow it through; specifically
the first episode climax, to which it's now being
claimed I didn't even make a contribution but
which, as you'll see from what follows, barely
deviated from its basic form almost from the
very beginning.

I'd originally envisaged the episode ending
with the escaped time-sensitive appearing to
menace the Doctor and then walking right
through him, like a ghost. This was how I'd
shown it in the earliest, five-page outline. Chris
had felt this wasn't strong enough and so, in my
February letter to him, I'd described the Doctor
finding aroomwith suits of dormant and damaged
battle armour while following the footprints of
the escaped Biroc. The head of one suit turns,
unseen, as the Doctor passes, and then the entire
creature jerks into life and brings a big axe to
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36. INT. THE OLD BANQUETTNG HALL. DAY.

(THE DoCToR IS STA!|DrN$
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
ROOIT, SURVEYING TIIE
BATTLEFIELD.

FROr,t lttltERE llE IS
STANDING, A LINE OF
FOOTPRINTS IS VISIBLE IN
THE DUST.

THE DOCTOR FOLLOWS THS
FOOTPRTNTS, UNTIL fqSY
LEAD gI}.I TO ONE OF TIIE
,JNGUARDED MIRRORS, WIIERS
THE! STOP DEAD.

'IHE DOCTOR LOOKS AT THS
FOOTPRINTS AND PUZZLES.
HE PUTS 'dIS GOOD qAi{D

AGAINST THg FL.qT,
UNYIELDING SURFACE.

:.tE NOTTCES TttE {.q"l l.\clE,
Ai ' rD SToCPS TO PreK rT UP'
SURPRISED AT ITS !' iEIG!lT.

BEHIND HIM, THE HEAD OF A

GInIDAN BEGINS TO TURN --
STIFFLY, AS IF FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN AN AGE.

T'rtE DOCTOR STRAIGHTSi{S uP

WITH DTFFICULTY . .  TI IE
$ANACLE IS VERT HEAVI.
IIE TiEtGTtS IT IN 3IS !L\N"
WONDERING.



despite its legendary density, the Doctor is able

to tote around in his coat pocket. This is what

was referred to at the time as "adding in the

science". It's no secret now that I wasn't
impressed by what I saw.

My attitude to WARRIORS' GATE has always
been that it was an underachieving patchwork

with flashes of delight and a haunting sense of a

story beyond the story. Bear in mind that I can't

experience it in the way of someone who comes

to it with no foreknowledge. It would be easy

now to lay claim to all the things that work and

disown all the things that don't, but that would

also be pointless; it doesn't, in any real sense,
matter. Nobody's perception of my career now

depends on this. I don't have a thing to prove.

But even after fifteen years I'm not about to
have it said that I failed to deliver to contract, or
took unearned credit, or was somehow marginal
to the process of my own work's development.

Paul Joyce is quoted as saying that he didn't
push for the writing credit because that would
have "emasculated" me. A far better reason

would have been that an editorial rehash wouldn' t

have had a hope in hell of passing Writers' Guild
arbitration. I'd like to think that his bruising
experiences on the show left him believing the
tale as he tells it. As long as it's his private

reality, it causes no-one any problems and I

don't mind if it helps him to deal with the
memory. Butwe'rein public here. And sobefore
we start to stretch the patience of even the most

Figure 6 - from
the second draft,
material dating
unchangedfrom
the March outline

avid Who-watcher. let's check out one final
assertion before we let it all pass into history
where it belongs.

"The other thing that they'd never really
seen done before," claims the issue 50 interview,
"was the way I used black and white
photographs. I had a notion that when they got
to this particular place in the gateway, it would
look something like Powys Castle. I thought
that a way of playing with this idea of everything
being real but unreal would be to have people
in full colour moving through a black and white
environment..."

Well, I'm sorry, but this is beyond a joke.

The March outline, written three months before
Pauljoined the show, and every version ofthe
scriptthereafter, allread as follows: "The Doctor
is... keyed-into a black-and-white still of a
formal garden, Versailles-style; in the distance,
the palatial house can be seen..." (see figure 6).

Hmm.
So now you know where such "notions"

come from. All you have to do is stare at the
script for a while, and the notion will just pop
into your head unannounced.

In April 1981, when it was all over, I sent a
note to John Nathan-Turner telling of my
unhappiness with the process. I expressed my
concern about the problems we'd had, and my
regrets about what I believed had been the
effects on the final result.

His response? He bought TERMINUS. @
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TIIS GU}IDAN TAKES A STIFF
PACE FORWARD, CLOSING ON
THE DOCTOR. ITS HAN' IS
A CLAW, JERKING UP TO
BRING A SAVAGE AXELIKE
WEAPON TO 8EAR.

?HE DOCTOR STANDS IN THE
ARCI|WAY, ALL llrs
ATTENTIOI.I ON THE IIANACLE.
I IE DOESNIT SEE TIIE
REFf,ECTION OF THE GIAIDAN
AS IT APPROACHES:

LIFTING ITS AXE HIGH
ABOVE ITS HSAD)

TELECINS 35MM

Supose Cam

END TELECINE 3smm



More abou' t . r r
TllE iLElr iUFiE tdivE

In lN.VlSlON issue 46, John
Nathan-Turner is pictured on
page 8 and not (as the caption
suggests) a Foamasi.

h\4ltrGLiDS

On page 3 of lN.VlSlON issue
47, the illustrations for Zastor and
Meglos have been transposed.

:  I  g!  .  l rJ -Ll=

Differences from the screened
version in Andrew Smith's novel
may reflect changes to the origi-
nal scripts: on pages 2O-2, the
first Draith/Dexeter scene takes
place in the lab, with Nefred and
Garif present. Presumably this
was changed to avoid call ing
Leonard Maguire to a studio ses-
sion; Nef red and Garif would then
have been cut because neither
actor was otherwise needed on
location. Pages 76-7 have an
added seouence in which the
Doctor and Adric have to risk
attack by the spiders in rescuing
Romana and K9 from lhe cave.
There is also added material on
page 83: after the Marshchild
breaks free, indicating that it

suffers a struggle between animal
imoulses and the desire not to
give in to them.

i l  -+T -  OF D;gi : -

The sun rises and sets very quickly
on the unnamed planet. Either
there is livestockwhich we do not
see, or the Lords have some way
of storing meat and other food-
stuff for enormous lengths of time.

ln terms of  appl ied socio-
energetics, the society seem to be
losing its grip on level-two devel-
opmJnt - iiis evolving backwards,
and must be subject to some very
powerful force. The division be-
tween the peasants and the rulers
is a sociopathic abscess.
The whole of the Hydrax ship's
crew was summoned to serve the
Great Vampire, who spoke to them
through Aukon's mind.

' ff rtrFla''ES' i,t -TIE
Product ion assistant Graeme
Harper explained in an earlier is-
sue of lN.VlSlON that he saw this
serial as 'quite an aggressive,
tense story with some action'.

Lal la Ward ex-
plained to the
DailyExpress (24
May 1980) that
she decided to
leave in mid-se-
ries to make it
possible to write
astoryaround her
departure. Per-
haps this was a
reflection on her
or ig inal  cast ing,
after Mary Tamm
lefttheshowwith-
out a proper "de-
parture" story.

Producer John
N athan-Tu rne r
explained in
Tu l loch and
Alvarado's Dr
Who:TheUnfold-

ing Text (November 1983) that
he felt Gallagher's experience at
Granada also contributed to his
portrayal of the Privateer: 'a de-
crepit spaceship that was on its
last legs, with a crew of people
who really have no
interest whatsoever'
in their job, and are
'just there to earn a
l iv ing' .

In an interview in
Timelines (August
1 990),  Steve
Gallagher explained
he disapproved of the
state of Doctor Who
at the time he was
writing, feeling it had
become 'sof t '  and
was taking 'soft op-
tions in storytell ing'.
He sought 'to put a
reallydarkstrain back
into it ' , and produced
a 'horror-based'
story'.

In 1988, he explained
to Tardis that he lelt his first draft
was overwritten and over-reliant
on visual imagery.

ln Doctor Who Magazine 139,
Gallagher explains that (despite
some fans' belief) there are no
consciously Brahmin or religious
element in the story's concepts.

In the novelisation (March 1982)
by John Lydecker (aka Steve
Gallagher), the Gateway is de-
scribed as "an interchange of re-
alities" made from the fabric of
the CVE.

Effects designer Mat lrvine's first
impression was that the story was
'different', and with hindsight he
sees it as 'one of the oddest Doc-
tor Whos ever made' (Dr Who
Special Effects, Aug 86).

Steve Gallagher responds to the
Paul Joyce interview elsewhere
in this issue.

In the middle page spread of
lN.VISlON issue 50, production
assistant Graeme Harper (later a

Doctor Who director) is pictured
in the bottom row, middle photo).
On page 3, the i l lustrations for
Biroc and Packard have been
transoosed.

,  .= - ! , , : l ' : , f i_ i lS

ln lN.VlSlON isue 52, the photo
on page 21 shows the Master
holdini the tissue compresion
eliminator in the "on" position. (The
artwork on the back cover shows
it in the'otf' position.)

TEEASOD{ ' i  i i

Barry Letts wanted Doctor Who
to return to earlier principles and
educate children in the ways of
science, explained Christopher
Bidmead in Doctor Who Maga-
zine 109 (January 86). ln line
with this, Bidmead saw his work
on the scripts as "a ... natural
fusion of my work as a technical
journalist and as a radio and tel-
evision scriptwriter" (Bidmead,
Laseron Probe3 & 4, March 82).

The upshot was a strong produc-
tion office reaction against what
was seen as the "pantomime" and
magic of the Graham Williams era.
Now, instead of using "magic", the
Doctor was to look at a problem



objectively and apply laws de-
rived from experience to arrive
at a scientific solution. Bidmead,
Letts, and Nathan-Turner de-
vised a discipline of "extended
credibility" to control the lantasy
element which was potentiallY
so wayward. "The idea was that
the eccentric and unpredictable
Doctor would arrive at a real
planet which had real rules and
a real economy and a real his-
tory, however bizarre. lt was all

to be rational and understand-
able, the only element of fan-
tasy being the Doctor himself."
The problem in applying this
was persuading Tom Bakerthat
hisad l ibcreativitywas no longer
needed to f i l l  the scr iPts
(Bidmead, DWM 109, Jan
1 e86).

Originally the last story was to
have been what became TIME-
FLIGHT in Season 19, butwhen
Tom Baker resigned, the end of
the season was restructured to
includethe regeneration and the
return of the Master. The sea-
son was aiming for a new style
for the series. According to
David Fisher ( in DWM 154,
October 1989), one of the pro-
posals under consideration by
John Nathan-Turner was aban-
doning four-part stories in fa-
vour of three-parters.

Lalla Ward exolained in Second
Dimension 317 (July 1990) that
she saw the change of style
from the previous season not as
a reflection of any individual's

personal  sty le but of  the pro-
gramme's need to compete with the
film Sfar Wars (Lucas,1977).

Christooher Bidmead has been cred-
ited by fans with the season's story
content; he substantially altered the
scripts on all the stories, which didn't
please the writers (Steve Gallagher,
DWM 139, July 88). Bidmead sug-
gested that he had written about 70
per cent of the entire season (quoted
by Richard Marson, DWM 1O8, De-
cember 1985).

ln New Whovical Express 4 (May
1988), Barry Letts has said that his
only artistic input was to insist that
stories should have a clear fictional
and philosophical rationale, and to
ask for some small changes, which
were made by Bidmead.

John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado
describe the series as "generically
dittuse" (D r Who : The U nfoldi ng Text,
November 1983). The E-Space tri l-
ogy has been seen as an attempt by
John Nathan-Turnerto givethe sea-
son some shape. More specifically
it is understood as an Adric trilogy,
with both FULLCIRCLEand STATE
OF DECAY ending on Adric-related
cliffhangers. The procedure of
cliffhangering out of stories as well
as eoisodes introduces a blend of
series and serial; John Nathan-
Turner saw it as an original move,
though in fact it was precedented as
early as AN UNEARTHLY CHILD/
THE DALEKS. Nevertheless, the
series is notable for its consistency,
with threads leading to and culmi-
nating in LOGOPOLIS.

Nathan-Turner took down the level
of humour in the series, though he
maintains that he merely reduced
ratherthan eliminated altogether the
slapstick of the previous season (in
Tulloch & Alvarado). One of Nathan-
Turner's concerns was that the new
Doctor should be eased in with as
many familiar companions'faces as
possible. He hoped to reintroduce a
former companion as a regular to
fulf i l  this role: Sarah Jane Smith was
considered but Elisabeth Sladen re-
fused: Leela was also considered
and Louise Jameson also refused
(interviewed in The Key6, July 90).

Doctor Who director Pennant
Roberts was to have written one of
the first stories for season 18. He
introduced the idea to Graham
Will iams and DouglasAdams, but
the amount of f i lm reouired meant

the story was put back a season.
When it was being redrafted to
meet John Nathan-Turner's new
plans, Roberts explained: it was
"a mystery story located on the
planet Errinella. Pronounce a
Welsh double-L."

Roberts also commented; " l
know that John has some very
positive ideas about the way he
would like the programme to de-
velop. Perhaps we shall see
more true science fiction in the
next few years. But when all is
said and done. the success of
the series is largely based on the
persona of the Doctor. Tom
Baker's boundless energy and
enthusiasm for the programme
is an example to everybody. I
can't envisage Tom leaving us
for another year or two, because
he derives so much of a charge
out of acting the part at present.
Certainly, his imagination is a
great stimulant."

Roberts explained that he
thought typecasting had "less-
ened overthe pastten years. At
one time, regulars in a long-run-
ning series would become very
fearful after a year or two. After
too much exposure, they would
face long periods of unemploy-
ment, or be forced to accept sec-
ond-rate provincial tours cash-
ing in on theirtelevision'person-
alit ies'. Some of this sti l l  applies,
of  course,
but equally
you can
land plum
jobs be-
causeofthe
i  ncreased
exposure.

" ln ou r
present
ctose-sea-
son, Lalla
is playing
Ophel ia in
the BBC's
Hamlet with
Rodney
Bennett, an-
other Doc-
tor Who
g rad u ate,
direct ing.
Tom has in-
t rod uced
The Book
Tower for
Yo rksh i re

Television, and a documentary
about the Nobel prizewinners for
the BBC, besides shooting a fea-
ture fi lm in Egypt. And as the
programme is doing well in the
States, perhaps Hollywood will
eventually beckon. Who knows?

"lt won't be easy for the actor who
follows Tom. I imagine the pro-
ducer of the day wil l look for a
contrasting personality, but that
search for originality wil l be gov-
erned by circumstances - storyline
ideas and personaltaste, the gen-
eral mood of the times and recent
audience responses - any one of a
number of other considerations.
My personal bias would always
favour a truly responsive actor, who
like Tom Baker should have a
seeimingly inexhaustible imagina-
tion.

"The actor's contribution is cru-
cial, for after all i t is their names
we cite when we classify the
eras of the programme. And if a
key exists to making Doctor
Who consistently successful, it
must be this; never to accept the
first answer, or even the second,
but to keep twisting ideas on
their heads unti l the forces of
reality, the devils of t ime and
practicality, draw the double l ine
under each piece of  decis ion-
making. Then the directorst icks
by his f inal  decis ion,  for  better or
worse." rf,ir
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Signed, seal ed,
20. John checks his
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Each story has a different Director
and production team, and several
tearrls work on different stages of
the programme at one time.

John starts Pla_nning this
complicated process five months
before any filming starts. But
sometimes it is difficult to keep in
touch with everything that is going
on. To help him, John has a large
board on his office wall, with the
production schedules marked on it.
He checks this, and makes notes of
today's activities.

production schedule.
f'"r{3ii,r$i$${ 
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ENTHUSIASTIC FANS Of
Doctor Who sometimes ponder
why there are not more contri-
butions to the series from sci-
ence fiction authors in other
fields, particularly novelists. At-
tentive fans of the programme,
however, first became aware of
the existence of just such a
missedopportunity in season I 8.
When Graham Rickard's book
A Day with aTV Producer was
published in 1980, photo 20
("John checks his production
schedule",  see i l lustrat ion)
showed producer John Nathan-
Turner examining a wall board
containing summaries of key
story production information.

The board could be presumed
current when THE LEISURE
HIVE was in production (film-
ing started March 21, 1980 and
studio ended exactly one month
later), since the other photo-
graphs in the book show: scenes
on Brighton beach; Tom Baker
being measured forhis waxwork
(the only photo by Jul iet
Simkins); studio sequences; an
early photograph of Matthew
Waterhouse with short hair; and
one photo of John Nathan-
Turner working on a theatre
scr ipt  at  home (possibly

Cinderella?). It is probable that
some photos are out of chrono-
logical order, oreven staged (es-
pecially those of June Hudson
showing the Doctor's new outfit
to JN-T.1. But the board is most
likely to be a valid snapshot of
the plans for the rest of the sto-
ries at a stage early in the pro-
duction ofseason 18.

The board shows titles and
key production team members,
as well as dates for appropriate
Film, Rehearsal, Studio, "Go",

Edit, etc. Details for stories one

The tell-tale page from the
Wayland Publishers book by
Graham Rickard
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delivered,
PETER ANGHELIDES pieces together the parts of a missing season 18 story, and

explains why Christopher Priest's scripts eventually didn't have a prayer

to four ("The Leisure Hive" 5N,
"TheWasting" 5P, "Meglos" 5Q,
and "The Planet that Slept" 5R)
all appear on the board. Little
information is visible for story
seven, and story six information
is also rather thin (though it al-
ready suggests that it is "poss all
studio", which was indeed the
case for THE KEEPER OF
TRAKEN.

However, fans were excited to
see story five, which was sched-
uled for filming in production
week 36 (September 1-5, "stage
38?", six weeks afterFULLCIR-
CLE was to be filmed) and for
five days studio (September 18/
19, and October 2-4). Only one
production member was indi-
cated as assigned (June Hudson
who had been assigned all sea-
son al ternat ing wi th Amy
Roberts), and no director, direc-
tor's assistant, production assist-
ant or assistant floor manager are
indicated. But the title and author
of serial 55, though scored out,
were clearly visible as "Sealed
Orders by Christopher Priest".

Priest wrote two four-part sto-
ries for Doctor Who. The first
was in 1980, the second in the
following year. Neither were
broadcast. Doctor Who script
editor Douglas Adams first ap-
proached the novelist to write for
the programmeinl9T9, since he
was seen as a "real" science fic-
tion writer. Priest got on well
wi th Adams and producer
Graham Williams, but decided
that he did not feel he wanted to
write for the show.

However, when new script
editor Christopher Bidmead and
new producer John Nathan-
Turnertook overthe key produc-
tion roles a year later, Priest was
approached again. Bidmead ex-
plained: "I remember reading a

Christopher Priest book and think-
ing, 'This is absolutely wizard.
Chris is obviously one of our top
science fiction writers, and some-
body I should talk to'. When I did
so, I was very impressed with his
creativity and his business-like ap-
proach. I felt sure he could do us
a rattling good script, although he
had no experience as a television
writer. I put it to John that we
commission Chris, bearing in mind
that Chris was too distinguished a
writer to have to bulldoze his story
into shape. Chris and I would
work closely together to produce
the final draft and it was on this
basis that we went ahead."

So despite Priest's earlier mis-
givings, he submitted an outline
forthe story "Sealed Orders" which
was commissioned. As Priest ex-
plained in issue 3&4 of the fanzine
Peladon, "the story was intended
to write Romana out of the series:
the plot was timeparadox, produc-
ing multiple variants of the
TARDIS, and a spare Doctor, one
of whom got killed." Another
element of the story was the possi-
ble return of an old companion,
either Sarah Jane Smith or Leela.

Bidmead recalled: "I can't ex-
actly remember what went wrong.
The first draft was a very good
story, but showed lack of TV ex-
perience. I think I made the mis-
take of overestimating the amount
of time I'd have to work side-by-
side with Chris, because I'd un-
derestimated the time the rest of
the show took to get going."

One thing which certainly stalled
the story's production was that the
structure of the series changed,
either to incorporate the E-Space
strand or the return of the Master
and the Doctor's regeneration.
Priest: "Unfortunately, while I was
writing, the production team
changed the brief (which is to say

the background story was al-
tered), and because 'Sealed Or-
ders' was specific to that back-
ground, it became unusable and
was dropped." A remnant of
that original brief may perhaps
still be visible in the season's
strand of references to Romana's
recall to Gallifrey. With the
change, however, the story's fate
was sealed.

However, to make up for it,
Priest was offered another
chance at a four-part story the
following year. This was "The
Enemy Within", which in part
explained what powered the
TARDIS, and the Doctor's sup-
pressed fear of a terrible crea-
ture hidden deep in the structure
of the ship. Once again, the
story was to write out a regular
character - this time Adric.
Because of what happened to
his previous script, Priest kept
in contact with the production
team to ensure that the
background would not change
and thus affect his story.

Bidmead worked on a number
of season 19 stories andits struc-
ture: "The only scripts I had
nothing to do with were Eric
Saward's second one and the
two Terence Dudley scripts."
Bidmead's work on "The En-
emy Within" was initially taken
on by Anthony Root,. Root was
working in the BBC script unit,
and assisted Bidmead with the
increasingly unmanageable
number of unsolicited scripts.
"He knocked me out by coming
back with a beautifully argued
well-condensed report on one
of the scr ipts."  recal led
Bidmead. Appointed as script
editor temporarily , Root was
soon succeeded by Eric Saward,
who had impressed Bidmead
with one of his radio plays.

So Christopher Priest worked
with three script editors, and
made a number of visits to the
production office. After deliv-
ering each episode, he obtained
confirmation from the produc-
tion office that the script was
acceptable before going on to
the next episode.

There was a long delay after
the final episode was delivered,
and Priest assumed the scripts
were accepted. He was therefore
surprised to be asked to rewrite
them. The scripts were subse-
quently rejected, though since
the rewri tes had not been
requested within a specific
period, the Writers' Guild and
Priest were able to persuade the
BBC to pay for the scripts.

The controversy flared again
briefly a few years later, when
Priest became aware that the pro-
duction team were not painting
his contribution in a positive light.
Then one fan wrote to the BBC
asking why Doctor Who didn't
use "real" science fiction writers,
suggesting several names includ-
ing Priest's. The script editor's
letter of reply (adopting a radical
approach to spelling) said: "The
names of writers you quoat are
novalists. Infact one of them has
attempted to write a 'Doctor
Who' script with disasterous re-
sults. That is why we do not use
novalists." When Priest became
aware of this, he contacted David
Reid, the BBC Head of Series
and Serials. In reply, the pro-
ducer and script editor apologised
in writing. Priest then wrote to
thank David Reid, and the matter
was closed.

The fanzine Peladon subse-
quently observed: "This talented
writer has no intention of having
anything to do with the show again
- not even watching it." 

@



A Plan for a! !  Scas@ns
CRAIG HINTON assesses Season 18 and i ts accompanying

novelisations, and reveals how they still influenceDoctor Who today
AS THE last eight issues of IN.MSION
havedemonsrafed,Season l8isasdifferent
from it predecessor as Seasons 7 and 12
were from thein. Not only does it boast
superior production values, fully
radiophonic incidental music, and a
plethora of guest stals courtesy of John
Nathan-Tumer's "knicker fund", but it is
linked together by a running theme that
leads inevitably - and tragically - to that
most climactic of events: a
regeneration. Not only that,
buttheTargetnovelisations of
Season I 8 were mainly witten
by the original scripnnriten,
giving readen an insight into
aspects of the storylines not
dealt with in the televised
verslons.

As the swooping new
theme and graphics give way
to a vista of chilly Brighton
oier and a rebuilt TARDIS
nestling amongst the beach
huts, ttre viewer is immediately aware that
thisisverydifferentDoctorWhofromtlte
oftenconfusedSeason 17. Attheendofttre
Key toTime Season, the Randomiser was
intoduced to hark back to the chance
landings that had characterised the early
yean of the series, but Season 17 never
really capialised on the ide4 with the
TARDIS often as controllable as it had
been without the (plot) device. TFIE
LEISURE HWE begins with a sense of
direction: a slightovershoot with Brighton,
followed by a perfect landing on Argolis.

But what of the dramatis -penonae?
Romana' s characterwas faultless in Season
17 andthisdoesn'tchange in herfinalfour
stories. Indeed, herTime lady nobiliry is
definitely enhanced, to ttre point where ttre
Doctor's 'hoblest Romana of them all"
salutationinWARRIORS' GATEis aptlv

deserved. In Tm LEISURE HIVE, she
demonstrates all the aspects of hercharacter
that made her so watchable: enthusiasm,
intelligence, haughtiness, and arelationship
with the Doctorthat sparkles, undoubtedly
due to the off-screen ronunce between
l,alla Ward and Tom Baker.

As for the Doctor, ttre change in him
goes far deeper than simply a cosnrme
change, alttrough tlnt in itself is important:

really hold water, but never mind), the
TARDIS approaches Tigell4 only to fall
prey to the maniacal plans - and plants - of
Meglos, the last of the Zolpha-Thurans. Of
all the stories in this season, MEGLOS is
theonemostsimilartoSeason 17: confrrsed
and erratic, the plot meanden from set-
piece to feeble set-piece wifhout rhyme nor
reason, nothelpedbyEdwardUnderdown's
Zastor, laid back to the point ofcatatonia.

moments in the series' history, as the
Marshmen - derivative, but nonettrcless
scary - emerge from the swamp.

Andrew Smith was averyenviedperson
when this story was aired: aself-confessed
Doctor Who fan, he achieved every fan's
dream by penning a story, and went on to
novelise it too. The book is enthusiastic
and compelling, and clears up many of the
obvious and not so obvious plotholes that

are scattered through the
screenplay, especially the
origins ofthe Sra rlinzr crew.
But it could still do with
another hundred pages of
action-packed explanation.

kaving Alzarius and still
lost in the pocket universe of
E-Soace. the TARDIS
encounten a Terrance Dicks
script that has been missing
for years: STATE OF
DECAY, aka'TheWasting',
aka'The Wirchlords'. A rich

helping oftraditional Gothic fare, the story
also contains enoughcontinuity and science
fi ction elements to satisfli everybody. Apart
fiom a couple of dodgy performances, the
production possesses a grandeur and
majesty that ensures that it holds it own
against the strong competition that follows
ir.

Gothic horror mixed with sf was a
mainstay of the Hinchcliffe yean, and
STATE OF DECAY is definitely a
throwback to those times. The villains of
thepiere -Zargo. Camilla and Aukon - are
almost Shakespearean in the delivery of
their lines, and Aukon's dispatch of his
winged servants is Hammer at its best.
Unfortunately, Terrance Dicks'
novelisation of his story is nothing more
than a "he said, she said'transcription of

whilst all the Doctors had a particular
cosnrme, TFIELEISUREHIVEmaTksthe
introduction of a uniform for the Doctor.
From this point on, all subsequent
incamations would wear a stylised outfit
thatnevervaried. anideathatworked-wittr
ttre notable exception of Colin Baker -
although it is very reminiscent of the
unvaryingouffi s sportedbytlrcsuperheroes
of Marvel, DC, Image et al. The darker
costume - purples and magentas - suits the
darkerfeel to the Doctor's character. Gone
is the undergraduate silliness that reached a
ridiculous climax in Season 17: this is a
retumtotheprhumanDoctorwithadifferent
moral view who flourished under Philip
Hinchclffe.

TFm, LEISLIRE HIVE also marks the
welcome reappearance of opponents who
can be taken seriously: in Season 17, only

Scaroth is a convincing villain,
sunounded by the pantomime
campness of Soldeed and
Adrasta and the dreary
wimpness of Dawos. David
Haig's Pangol is rich and three-
dimensional, with motivation
and emotion thrown in for eood
measure.

David Fisher's novetsation
ofhis own story adds a realistic
background to the Foamasi-
Argolis War, Fisher' s writing is
reminiscent of early Douglas
Adams, and turns Lovett
BicKord's sumptuous direction
into a much grittier, yet much
more farcical affair, filling in a
lot of the gaps fhat Bicldord
allowsto slipthrough tlecracks,
and rounding off an excellent
entry into the Doctor Who
canon - both on screen and in
print.

Without a Randorniser and
therefore prey to the Black
Guardian (an idea that doesn't

Although MEGLOS is a well-thought-out
villain - inde€d, one of Virgin's stable of
authors holds a long felt want to wite
Meglos II - the supporting cast, with the
notable exception of the late Jacqueline
Hill, appear to be labouring under the
misapprehension ttrat ttrey are performing
the Birmingham Hip@rome' s production
of Cinderella. Short on episode length,
shortonplot MEGLOS was adamp squib
in the Guy Fawkes' Night of Season 18.

lnterestingly enough, Ten-ance Dicks'
novelisation of this story was hyped as
containing "extra footage", but all I could
find was that the Earthling was a bank
manager: this isas muchofalet-downasthe
story itself, especially since other
novelisations of this season really were "the
author's cut."

MEGLOS ends with the Doctor and
Romana being summoned to Gallifrey. I
remember being very excited by this: the
prospect of another Gallifrey story was
marvellous, but it was not to be. The
TARDIS, piloted by a tenified K9, slips
ttrough a Charged Vacuum Emboitrnent,
and the series begins the long haul to Peter
Davison's debut.

FULL CIRCLE has a wonderfully
complicated plot, one that deserves the
length of a Virgin New or Missing
Adventure to do it justice. As it is, the end
result is confusing and cwiously rather flat.
The Doctor and Romana stride tlrough the
proceedings as ifthey are in possession of
allthe answen, dispensingpearls ofwisdom
to the poor not-so'innocents aboard ttre
Snrline r whITeFIJI,LCIRCLE also marks
the debut of one of the least successful
elements of the series: Matthew
Waterhouse's amateurish and often
embarrassing Adric. But all of the actors
seem slightly distanced from the scrip! and
this shows in the awkward delivery by
many ofthecast, includingthedistinguished
George Baker. Then again, this story does
feature one of the most atmospheric
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the screenplay, adding nothing tothe story,
yet that story was easily strong enough to
support two books published by Virgin in
194:The N ew Adventure s : B lood Hane st,
also by Dicks and adirectfollow on from
the events in STATE OF DECAY, and its
seqtel, The Missing Advenures: Goth
Operaby PaliComell.

The TARDIS' foray in E-Space comes
to an end when the Ship, directed by the
toss of a coin, materialises in a white void
with zero.coordinates: the gateway to N-
Space. Like THE CELESTIAL
TOYMAKER and THE MIND
ROBBER, the two previous stories set in
a white void, WARRIORS' GATE is an
enigmatic tour-de-force of strong
characterization andoutstandingdire.ction.
Penned by the popular and critically
acclaimed sf and thriller writer Steve
Gallagher, thestory's appeal isthatitdeals
with concepts that lie outside Doctor
Who's normal purview, such as the I
Ching. The history of Doctor Who is one
of stories which push forward people's
ideas of what the series is capable of
handling, and WARRIORS' GATE is a
perfect example of this.

Buriedbeneaththeheavyweightnotions
- although not too healyweight - is a
straightforward tale of tyrans becoming
slaves, wittr all the moral implications
thereof. The Tharils openly admit to the
Doctor that they were ruthless when in
control of theirempire, andthe inevitable
revolt has led to their becoming nothing
more than a commodity on the galactic
market - the organic component for warp
drives. Although the tyranny of theirrule is
graphicallyillustratedin oneofthetimeslip
sequences, it is hard not to feel sympathy
for the leonine lords. Even Biroc's 'the
weakenslave themselves" takes on anew
poignancy when one realises that Biroc is
predicting his own race's destiny. lndeed,
the Tharils' battered nobility, coupledwith
their special relationship with time and
space, makes it easy to wrdentand why
Romanadecides to make anameforhenelf
with them in E-Space at the climax of the
story.

It is hard to feel anlthing but contempt
for the crew of the Privateer, however.
lndolents and inadequates all, commanded
(forwantof abenerword) by ttredecidedly
unhinged Rorvih they deserve all they get.
As the TARDIS triumphantly retums to its
native universe (albeit two passengers
lighter) it is time to nrm to John Lydecker's
novelisation. The nom de plume istaken
from one of Steve Gallagher's novels, for
the authoris he. Gallagherliberally rewrites
and restructures, but maintains the basic
outline of the story. Themajoradditions lie
with the Tharil Empire, demonsfating
exactly how cruel they really were, and
fillingin somedetails oftheTharils' attemps
to break free of their slavery. Indeed, the
Antonine Killers mentioned in the book's
opening section - presumably Tharil
freedom fighten - crop up in Virgin's New
Adventures: Origirnl Srz by Andy Lane,
NdnThe M issing Advennre s : Thz Cry stal
Bucephalus. Greeted with mysdfication
when fint aired, WARRIORS' GATE has
maturedwith age, andis now viewed - and
read - as four episodes of sold enjoyment.

On the once peaceful planet ofTraken,
*re inhabitans are about to leam that their
much-vaunted power to suppress evil is
somewhat overrated. Tricked and deceived,
the courtofthe Keepersoonfalls into chaos
and murder, as the ancientfeudbenveen the
Doctor and the Master wrecks yet another
civilisation.

THE KEEPEROFTRAKEN, although
clearly meant to prefigure the events of
LOGOPOLIS, is definitely not a filler.
Directed with the flair and stateliness of a
BBC Shakespeare, one cannothelp butget
thefeeling ilratthe RSC will one day leave
Srafford and colonise the planet Traken.
Geoffrey Beevers' Master just brims over
with cadaverous malevolence, while Nyssa
provides a starof innocencejust crying out
to become a companion. The Doctor is on
top form as he stumbles through ttre plots,
hidinghis detberateactionsbenealhaveneer
of confusion, while Adric actually works
for once.

There isn't much more I can say about
this storythatPaulComell'sexcellentreview

in IN.VISION hasn't already covered. But
I will mention the novelisation, which is
Dicks at his most lacklustre. He even
removes the 'lhis tlpe's not really my
forte" joke. Enough said.

And then LOC'OPOLN. What can I
say? Christopher H Bidmead's mixture of
mathematics and mortality is one of my
favourite stories, and really does close the
Tom Baker era.

Apart from writing a riveting story,
Bidmead also creates a pretty good pseudo-
scientific background for the mysteries of
the TARDIS. Suddenly we leam about the
real worldinterface, the outerplasmic shell,
and, most importantly, block transfer
computations. No longer is the science of
ttre Time Lords magic; now it has a basis
akin to the explanations ofwarp drive and
transporters that Star Trek: The Next
Generation offers. Many decry this
"demystification": being a fan ofhard sf, I
welcome it. In many ways, Doctor Who

was ahead of its time by trying to explain
how its magic carpet worked.

A running ttreme throughout Season 18
is one of the TARDIS being ambushed: by
MEGLOS, by the CVE, possibly by the
GreatVampire, by destiny, andthen(wont

of all) by the Master. With the best of
intentions, the Doctordecides to repairthe
Chameleon Circuit, only to find that ttre
Master has attacked him through the
oneelementofttre seriestoremainconstant:
the familiar shape of the police box. In
shrugging offthe Randomiser, the Doctor
becomes prey to ev ery one e xc e p t theBlack
Guardian, leading to the end of everything.
Andin savingttreUnivene-bothfromthe
Master and from the wrongly coloured
cloud of green entropy (see IN.VISION
52 "Continuity" for more details - Ed.).
And the Doctor is forced to sacrifice
himself. The regeneration is prefigured
throughout LOGOPOLIS, and the
Doctor's "death" is almost one of
resignation: with the Watcher's
presence, there isn'treally anything else
he can do.

I have read two novelisations of this
story. One is by Peter G Invelady and
Peter Anghelides, the other by Bidmead
himself. Both have their charms, although
Bidmead probably has the edge: like
Gallagher, herewrites, giving us the same
story in different words, and adds a greater
sense of destiny. The book reads like a
science fiction novel set in tlte Doctor
Who univene, and is the natural ancestor
of Virgin's New andMssing Advenhres.

Season 1 8 redefined the series, setting
the scene for the next eight yean of the
programme. Many, including myself,
would claimthatthe JN-Twent on forfar
too long, milking his vision of the series
well after it was dry, and yet his final
season gave usTIIECIIRSEOFFENRIC,
my favourite story, andl couldneverhave
witten The Crysnl Bucephalas without
his influence. As a concept, the series is
immortal.

And, given that this is my final article
for IN.VISION, I shall take tlrc liberty of
quoting. One day, in the not too distant
funre, I look fonvard to ttre renrm of the
prograrffne. As the Doctor says to Cwej
and Forrester, his latestcompanions in Thz
New Adventures: Oiginal Srz: '"The
Doctor will see you now."

I'll be seeing you.
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IT'S THE END...

AS THE magazine nears the end of the Tom Baker era, people keep asking
"will IN.VISION continue?" To which we reply "So long as you keep buying
it. That'll bef,2.OO, please."

When we created the IN.VISION format in 1986, we calculated how long
it would take us to "catch up" with the Doctor Who series: we'd be bang up-
to-date around theyear2016. Since then, the distance has shortened because (a)

we'veproduced more than fifty issues and (b) no new serials havebeen produced
for some years. Nevertheless, we could think of something interesting or
amusins or remarkable to sav about anv of the stories that IN.VISION would
cover (OK. so this was before THE HAPPINESS PATROL). Nevertheless, it still
looks a long way off.

We've had fun, even when we spotted the mistakes. (Like the mystery
character called "Wilkins" in REVENGE OF THE CYBERMEN - a typo on page 1

I I of issue 5. The error was dutifully repeated in the L'Officier Programme Guide
which otherwise gave no indication that IN.VISION was a source.) We've had the
privilege of interviewing some of the Doctor Who people we most admire, and
working with the best artists, researchers, and writers in fandom. To all involved,
thank you. Especial thanks to Jeremy Bentham, a model of what a good publisher
should be.

However, our Auntie Vanessa told us that, when it stopped being fun, we should stop
doing it. We've decided to retire just Delore the enjoyment stopped, and spend some time
with our families. And a new Doctor seemed like a good excuse for a new editor.

Like the Watcher, Anthony Brown has appeared on the scene before his predecessor
vanishes. He has produced a splendid debut with his K.9 issue. We're confident that
he will establish his own stamp on IN.VISION. And it will seem so familiar that, after
a while, readers will say to themselves: "He was the Editor all the time."

Peter Anghelides & Justin Richards, November 1994
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S,HA$ON 1 IINTIERVIIHW REFHRENCH$
These interviews (or quotations) were published during or after season 18 was transmitted (1980).

REGULAR CAST

Tom Baker
1980: Fendahl 8, Starlog 34, Dr Who Review 2ll
I
l98l: Images 2, Fmtasy Empire 2
1983: Tudis 8/1, Eye of Horus l-2, Wilf s Eye
View 1, Prydonian l, Dr Who: A Celebration,
Radio Times Special, Skuo 4/2, Starlog 77
1984: DWM92, Vros I
1985: Enterprise Incidents 26, Tythonus 1,
Prydonim 5, Private Who 3
1986: Starlog I15, The Dr Who File
1988: DWB 53
1 990: Douglas Camfield: A Tribute, IN.VISION
22,DWM t6l

John lzeson
1981: Images I
1985: Zygon 2, SciFi Times 3, Tythonus 2,
Spectrox 3
1986: DWM116
1988: Iceworld 5
1989: Starlog 143

Ialla Ward
1980: Shada 2
1982: Fmtasy Empire 4
1983: Underuorld 5, Skro 3/5, Eye of Horus 4
1984: DWM88
1985: Fan Aid 1
1986: The Ribos Operation 3
1990: Second Dimesnion 3/7, DWMl67, DWB
85

Mafrhew Walerhouse
1980: Dr Who Review 6
l98l: Steel Sky 1, Time Meddler l, Tardis 6/2,
Gallifrey 15, Colony in Space/Countdown
Review 2, Time Meddler 3, Peepshow
1984: Cassiopeia 2
1985: Fm Aid I, DWM 107, Enlightenment l1

Sarah Sutton
1982: DWM66
1984: Skomos 9
1985: Voga2, Voga 3, FmAid l, TheBlackmd
White Guardim 4. Time Screen 3. Web of Fea
2. Space Voyager l6
1986: DWMI10, Baby Roo I
1987: Baby Roo 2, Baby Roo 3
1988: Baby Roo 4, Dr Who: 25 Glorious Yeus
1989: Auton 2

Anthony Ainley
l98l : Frontier Worlds 7&8
1982: Aggedor l, The Rmdomiser l, The Time
Traveller l, Dr Who Monthly, Sumer Special,
Definitive Gaze 2, Dynatrope 1, 1983: APC Net
2, Mawdryn 1, Space Rat4, RadioTimes Special,
Console 8
1984: DWB 6, Demos 2, Starlog 80, The
Making of The Five Doctors, Capitol 2&3
1987: Roger Delgado - A Tribute
1989: The Scottish Independent 10, The Frame
I t

Janet Fie6ing
1981: VNR 6
1982: Aggedor 1, DWM 64, Morestra212&3,
Tudis 714
1983: Aggedor 3, Eye of Horus 2, APC Net 3
1984: Skaro 4/3&4, DWM 91, Highlight 2
1985: Fm Aid l, Stalog 93, Pharos Project
5&6, Console l0
1986: Ephemeral 3. Sci-Fi Times 5
1988: Morb?us 2, Dr Who: 25 Glorious Yers,
Tetrap I
1990: Auton 4
l99l :DWM 172

WRITERS, DIRECTORS,
AND PRODUCTION TEAM

Tenance Dicks
1980: Mark II 3, Strlog 37, Tardis 5/3&4,
Gallifrey Chronicles 5, Dr Who Review 2/2

l98l: Web Planet 5, Web Plmet 7, VNR 4&5,
Gallifrey Chronicles 6&7, Staburst 38
1982: Shada 9-1 I
1983: Fmtasy Empire Special Summer Issue,
Dr Who: A Celebration, Jagaroth 2
1984: Arkensword 10
The Making of The Five Doctors, DWM 95
1985: Console l0
1986: Starlog I 07, Files Magazine - Season I l,
The Dr Who File
1987: Roger Delgado - A Tribute, DWB 49
1988: IN.VISION I I, IN.VISION 12, DwB
65,67, Trdis (Spring)
1990: Douglas Camfield:  A Tr ibute,
IN.VISION 22, DWB 78, IN.VISION 24,
DDW 163, Celestial Toyroom (Oct)

Barry ktts
1981: DWM52, Web Plmet 7, DWM Winter
Special
1982: Aggedor |, Laseron Probe 5
1983: Dr Who: A Celebration, DWM Winter
Special
1986: The Dr Who File
1987: Roger Delgado - A Tribute
1988: New Whovical Express 3-4, IN.VISION
1,IN.VISION IO. IN.VISION II
1990: DWM 160

Graeme MacDonald
1986: DWB 34-5

John Nathan-Tumer
1980: Dr Who Review 4, Sttrburst 27, Tardis
5/3&4. Fendahl I 1. VNR 2
l98l: Web Planet 5, DWM5l, Eye of Horus
13, Time Meddler 2, Tadis 6/3&4, Moonbase
3l1,Skaro2l2
1982: ThelnfemoMagazine5, Axos l, Aggedor
l, Lmeron Probe 3&4,CloisterBell I, Chronotis
2, Morestra 212&3, DWM 68, Starlog 62,
Morestra 2/4&5
1983: DWM76, Dynatrope 2, Dr Who: A
Celebration, Radio Times Special, Console 8,
DWM Summer Special, Skonnos 4
1984: DWB 6, Cygnus Alpha I I, Starlog 82,
Space Voyager 9, The Making of The Five
Doctors, Castrovalva l, DWB 14-15, 76,
Totter's Lile 7, Highlight 2, Castrovalva 3,
Pradise Lost 2
1985: The Animus 6,76, Totter's Lane 8&9,
Eye ofHorus 8, Destiny 7, Zygon 3-4, Fantasy
Empire 17, Rassilon 3, Enlightenment 8, The
Tmdis Inside Out, DWMI04, Enlightenment
10, Prydonim 5, Stulog l0l, DWB 29&30
1986: Enlightenment 13, DWM1I2, Tadis
Time-Scm 2, Enlightenment 14, Tadis Time-
Scan 3, Sttrbunt97, DrWho - The Companions,
The Dr Who File, Whovim Times 14
1987: DWMl3l, Starburst I l3
1988: Junkyard I, DWMI4O, Dr Who: 25
Glorious Yeus
1989: Private Who 14, Cybemag 4, The Frme
I I, DWMl53, Frontios l, Kroton II, Stilburst
Yerbook, The Harp 9
1990: DWM164, DWM166, IN.VISION 27,
DWM 169, Junkyrd 3
l99l: IN.VISION 29, Timelines: Cybemen

Christapher Bidmead
1980: Tudis 5/3&4, Fendahl l3
1982: Laseron Probe 3&4
1984: Telos 4
1986: DWMI09

Bob Baker
1980: SpotlightonWho? 5,WebPlmet l, Web
Planet 2
1982: Skao 2/5
1985: Fmtasy Empire 16
1988: IN.VISION 3, DWMl42
1990: IN.VISION 25

Johnny Byme
1982: Laseron Probe 2
1984: Aggedor 5, Console 9, Mondas Season
21 Special
1987: Trdis I 1/4, Celestial Toyroom (Feb.)
1989: DWB 72

1990: DWMI69
Terence Dudley
l98l: Tardis 6/3&4,

David Fisher
1980: Tardis 5/5, Patriach 3
1982: Shada 9
1989: DWM154

John Flanagan
l98l: Images 3, Definit ive Gze 1,

Steve Gallagher
1983: Aggedor 4
1984: Aggedor 5, The Black md White Gurdim
1
1988: DWMl39, Ttrdis (Sepr./Oct.)
1989: Antonine Killer 1
1990: Timelines 6
l99l: Starburst 152, The Custodian 2
!994: IN.VISION 50

Andrew Smilh
1980: Invasion 4
l98l: Tardis 6/1, Oracle 3/9, Fendahl 16,

Peter Grimwade
l98l :DWM53
1985: Opera of Doom I, Cloister Bell 12
1986: Stuburst 97
1988: DWMl33
1989: Muck and Devastation 5
1990: DWB 79

Peter Moffatt
1984: The Making of The Five Doctors,
DWMWinter Special
1985: Fan Aid I,

GUEST CAST

Geoflrey Beevers
1981: Frontier Worlds 9
1994: IN.VISION 5l

AIan ChunE
1989: DWMl52

BiIl Fruer
1988: Dr Who: 25 Glorious Yem

CAntun Greln
1990: Peladon 6

Jacqueline Hill
1980: Matrix 11
1985: DWMl05
1988: Dr Who: 25 Glorious Yers
1988: Whovim Times 17
1990: Douglas Camfield: A Tribute

Lawrence Payne
1986: Timelash 3

Ian Sears
1983: Space Rat 3

John Woodnufr
1983: Shada 13
1990: Douglas Camfield: A Tribute

BEHIND TITE SCENES

Nigel Brackhy
1979: Spotlight on Who? 4,

Tony Bunough
1983: Eye of Horus 3, Radio Times Special

Dave Chapman
1983: Radio Times Special
1990: DWM165,

Tony Harding
1980: Fendahl 9

Peter Howell
1983: Steel Sky 4, Radio Times Special

1984: The Making of The Five Doctors
1985: Queen Bat I

June Hudson
1982: Web Plmet l0
1987: DWMAutum Special
1990'.TY Zone 14
1993: IN.VISION 46, IN.VISION 47
1994: IN.VISION 50

Mat Inine
1980: Invasion 2, Staburst 24
l98l: DWM59
1983: Temporal Limiter l, Space Voyager 6
1986: The Dr Who File
1988: The Horizon Interviews, IN.VISION 9
1984: IN.VISION 50

Paddy Kingsland
1981: Images 2-3
1985: Queen Bat I
1986: Trdis I l/3

Roger Limb
1982: Images 4, DWMWinter Special
1984: Shada 17
1985: Queen Bat I

Ditk MiIls
1980: Tadis 5i 1, DWAS Yearbook 1978-9
1982: DWMWinter Special
1983: Radio Times Special
1984: The Making of The Five Doctors
1985: CloisterBell l0-12, QueenBat l, Sci-Fi
Times 3
1988: Private Who 12
1990: Celestial Toyroom (Oct)

A.J.Mitchell
l98l: Starburst 30, Logopolis
1990: IN.VISION 28

Roger OHhamstead
1980: Continuum 6

Amy Roberts
1980: Continuum 5
1983: Radio Times Special
1991: IN.VISION 3l

Angeln Smilh
1985: DWM106

Sid Sutton
l98l: Flight Through Etemity I

Mabolm Thomton
1984: The Making of The Five Doctors,-\
1985: Linx's Log-3 ldll
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